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Do, Make, Explore, Share
and READ together
this spring.
Download the Beanstack app or go online
to join the all ages reading challenge.
Prefer a paper version?

Use the form on the back and follow these instructions:
1. Read a book in each of the three categories:
New Year, Rainy Day and Nature.
2. Email a photo of your completed ticket to
reading@pcls.us or return to any Pierce County
Library System bookdrop. You’ll be entered to win a gift card!
3. BONUS! Complete the activities (do, make, explore and share)
to extend the fun.

Visit enjoybooks.pcls.us for booklists, reading tips and more!
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NEW YEAR

NATURE

RAINY DAY

I read a NEW YEAR book:

I read a NATURE book:

I read a RAINY DAY book:

_________________
_________________

_________________
_________________

_________________
_________________

DO:
Read a book outside.

DO:
Snuggle up and listen
to a book inside.

Reading
ing

DO:
Start a gratitude or kindness
journal. Or, for children
a kindness jar!

Reading

Reading

MAKE:
Create a reading goal for 2021.

MAKE:
Start a nature journal
or draw a picture of
your dream garden.

EXPLORE:
Read a book about someone
who amazes you.

EXPLORE:
Check out a field guide
or Discover Pass.

EXPLORE:
Read a book that takes
you on an adventure

SHARE:
Tell a friend about a book
you’ve recently loved.

SHARE:
Write a poem or draw
a picture about your
favorite outdoor space.

SHARE:
Read a book with a friend
or family member. Discuss!

MAKE:
Create a rainy day playlist,
or dance to your favorite song.

COMPLETION TICKET
I read three books!
Take a picture and email to reading@pcls.us
or drop in any PCLS bookdrop.

Full Name:____________________________ _Age:_______
Email or
phone #: _________________________________________
Visit enjoybooks.pcls.us for booklists, reading tips and more!

